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Jack Tripper was the name of John Ritter's famous 

TV character, and on the show “Three's Company” 

he was ---- getting onto trouble with the landlord ---- 

causing problems due to his clumsiness.

6.

either / orA) many / moreB)

both / ofC) such / asD)

each / andE)

There are ---- differences between the film 'The Da 

Vinci Code' and the novel that the film was based 

on, but I was only aware of ---- of them when I was 

watching the film.

10.

much / littleA) half of / most B)

so little / muchC) many / a fewD)

all of / enoughE)

Ever since the world became aware of AIDS, ---- 

vaccines have been developed, but most of them 

failed to slow the onset of AIDS-related symptoms.

1.

as muchA) a fewB)

a great number ofC) many D)

a small number of E)

There are many methods for raising the humidity 

around plants: some involve putting water and 

rocks in the plant's drainage tray and ---- involve 

keeping the plant away from a drafty area.

7.

other A) the otherB)

anotherC) the others'D)

othersE)

During the summer months, the sun is responsible 

for the death of many people, ---- due to the increase 

of heat, ---- because of the rise in skin cancer.

2.

so many / thanA) either / orB)

quite / a lotC) not only / alsoD)

such / thatE)

Apart from constricting the blood vessels in the 

peripheral parts of your body, there is very ---- the 

nervous system can do to protect the body from 

extremely cold temperatures.

8.

lots A) many ofB)

more thanC) littleD)

plentyE)

The habitat of snow leopards has ---- decreased 

due to the activity of mountaineers, but because of 

overgrazing by livestock.

3.

bothA) neitherB)

eitherC) suchD)

not onlyE)

---- time is necessary for routine exercise while ---- 

is needed to prepare healthy meals at home.

9.

The 1950s was a period of social struggle, in which 

blacks demanded equal treatment; however, ---- the 

white people of America ---- those of South Africa 

were receptive to this proposal, and the struggle 

would continue for another twenty years.

4.

several / manyA) a lot / couple ofB)

between / andC) neither / norD)

any / ofE)
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Adding fertilizer can solve ---- of your plant's 

problems, including slow growth and the 

yellowing of leaves.

5.

none A) muchB)

quite a fewC) oneD)

a great dealE)

A great deal / little A) Much / more B)

Some / mostC) Many / a lot of D)

A small amount / fewE)

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği 

bulunuz.



The flat came fully furnished, ---- considering how 

cheap it was, was actually quite good.

9.

whomA) thatB)

whichC) whereD)

ifE)

It's quite difficult to distinguish between accents of 

different regions if the language ---- is foreign to you.

10.

whichA) thatB)

whatC) itD)

itselfE)

---- the break was not very painful, it took a long time 

to heal, so he was on crutches for a very long time.

6.

AlthoughA) As thoughB)

Just asC) Due toD)

Only ifE)

I wish that I could be ---- hardworking ---- you are, 

but I just seem to get very tired if I work too hard.

7.

such / thatA) as well / soB)

so / evenC) as / asD)

both / andE)

By the early 1960s, the teenager ---- a real valuable 

section of society with its own disposable income 

and thus advertisers ---- to target this market.

8.

A) had become / started

B) was becoming / have started

C) became / had started

D) is becoming / would start

E) has become / will have started

Only ---- of the people in my neighborhood actually 

have a burglar alarm, and we are not ---- of them.

2.

a few / one  A) many / all  B)

very many / a couple  C) all / all D)

none / some E)

There were ---- people waiting at the bus stop that I 

was sure that I'd missed my bus.

3.

lessA) very fewB)

so fewC) not as manyD)

as many asE)

---- on his own for most of his life, it was very hard 

for him ---- used to living with someone else.

4.

To live / gettingA) For living / having gotB)

Living / gotC) Live / for gettingD)

Having lived / to getE)

The western world ---- to consume oil at an 

alarming rate even though it ---- clear that reserves 

will run out very soon.

1.

A) was continuing / is becoming

B) continued / had become

C) continues / has become

D) is continued / became 

E) will continue / becomes

The logo ---- by the finance company is the one that 

was designed by the manager's nephew.

5.

usingA) to be usingB)

having usedC) being usedD)

to useE)

Grammar Revision
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1-40. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği 

bulunuz.



By the time he got back to his flat, ----.1.

A) his new television should have been delivered

B) because he is going to have a dinner party

C) and he is thinking about painting it

D) his friend had already finished tidying up

E) after going to the cinema together

---- the strange sounds Mathew got out of his 

clarinet.

5.

A) While I was waiting by the door

B) The audience were very impressed with

C) Many musicians try to be innovative

D) I wish that he'd stop that horrible noise

E) Because he had to do some more practise

---- that the information had been given to him by a 

politician.

2.

A) The journalist who wrote the story told

B) This week's big scandal 

C) They were hard to believe

D) I think he is telling a lie

E) The presenter of the program claimed

The Doors, one of the most popular groups of the 

1960s, ----.

6.

A) who sold over 1 million copies of their first album

B) that have been very influential for many musicians

C) were known for their exciting stage shows

D) why they became very popular

E) which was an era when anything seemed possible

There have been many arguments amongst the 

staff about ----.

3.

A) who should be the team leader for the next project

B) only if they succeed in their monthly targets

C) which does most of its marketing on the Internet

D) when he arrived two minutes late

E) that they should sort out their problems

----, will I be able to afford buying you lunch.7.

A) If only I had my credit cards on me

B) Unless you've already eaten

C) If you're as hungry as I am

D) Because it is your birthday today

E) Only if we find a cheap place to eat

Some people believe that criminals shouldn't be 

punished ----.

4.

A) though the reason was rather unclear

B) because he'd done nothing wrong

C) but should be rehabilitated into society

D) and so they were sent to a different prison

E) who is actually a rather dangerous person

---- until he saved a boy from drowning one day.8.

A) You should not try to swim if you don't know the 

depth of the water

B) We should try to find a lifeguard

C) I didn't know what to do in such a situation

D) No one knew that Harold was such a good swimmer

E) Because he'd never had any lesson before in his life

Sentence Completion
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1.-16. sorularda cümleyi uygun şekilde tamamlayan 

ifadeyi bulunuz.
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Restatement
Test 3
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Unlike many other states, the capital of the state of 

New York is not its biggest city.

1.  

A) The capital of a state is also its largest city, but it is 

not true for the state of New York. 

B) In many cases, the capital of a state is also its 

largest city, and this is true for the state of New York.

C) In many cases, the capital of a state is also its 

largest city, but this is not true for the state of New 

York.

D) In many cases, the capital of a state is also its 

largest city, and New York is one of them.

E) In many cases, the capital of a state is also its 

largest city, but the state of New York has two 

capitals.

I wish I could be there with you, but at the moment 

I'm stuck in Berlin with no flights until Monday.

3.  

A) I really want to be over there with you, but the lack of 

flights has left me stranded here in Berlin until 

Monday.

B) I hate flying but I love Berlin, so I'm going to stay 

here until Monday. I wish you'd come.

C) I wish there weren't any flights at the moment 

because I'd love to stay here until Monday.

D) I'd love to be with you, but I have to stay here in 

Berlin, but I may book a flight for next Monday.

E) The airport is closed, but I hope you stay in Berlin for 

a few days, because I'll be able to get there on 

Monday.

I was so excited about finally being 18 that the 

night before I couldn't sleep.

2.  

A) Before I was eighteen I decided to stay up all night 

because it would be exciting.

B) I was finally eighteen and I'd never been so excited 

before.

C) Being eighteen was so exciting that I wasn't able to 

sleep on my birthday.

D) I couldn’t sleep, so I thought about how exciting it 

would be finally to be 18.

E) I found it hard to sleep the night before my 

eighteenth birthday because I was very excited. 

The growing demand for wood, food, and charcoal 

has led to illegal logging and the snaring of wildlife 

within the park.

4.  

A) The illegitimate dwelling and snaring of wildlife 

within  the park are the consequences of the 

growing demand for wood, food and charcoal.

B) The increasing demand for wood, food, and 

charcoal has led to illegal access to woods and 

depleted the wildlife.

C) Since there was a rise in the demand of wood, food, 

and charcoal, nature was destroyed and the 

animals were kept in the park.

D) As the need for wood, food, and charcoal increased, 

the trees were cut down and the animals were killed 

in the park. 

E) The rise for the need of wood, food, and charcoal 

resulted in the illegal cutting of trees and the 

trapping of the wildlife in the park.

1-9. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en yakın

olan seçeneği bulunuz.
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Cloze Test
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Supercomputers are the largest and fastest of all 

computers. Most are used for military purposes, by 

(6) ---- government agencies, or for scientific research. 

Modern supercomputers are built (7) ---- hundreds or 

thousands of processors (8) ---- those found in high-end 

PCs. Many supercomputers are now built by (9) ---- 

together a large number of PCs into clusters. By 2003, 

more than 100 of the world's top 500 supercomputers 

were clusters. Supercomputers (10) ---- speeds of 40 

trillion operations per second.

magnifiedA) consistentB)

equalC) variousD)

conflictingE)

6.

fromA) onB)

byC) forD)

overE)

7.

asA) suchB)

as suchC) themD)

likeE)

8.

dividingA) groupingB)9.

extractingC) enhancingD)

destroyingE)

reachA) used to reachB)10.

had been reachingC) had reachedD)

would have reachedE)

6-10. sorularda parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun 

düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1-6. sorularda parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun 

düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.
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Herbs are plants grown for any purpose other than 

food, wood or beauty. Such uses include culinary, 

medicinal, or in some cases (1) ---- spiritual usage. 

The green, leafy part of the plant is typically used. 

General usage (2) ---- between culinary herbs and (3) 

---- herbs. A medicinal herb may be a shrub or other 

woody plant, whereas a culinary herb is a non-woody 

plant. By contrast, spices are the seeds, berries, bark, 

root, fruit, or other parts of the plant, even leaves in 

some cases; (4) ---- any of these, as well as any edible 

fruits or vegetables, (5) ---- "herbs" in medicinal or 

spiritual use.

just asA) likeB)

tooC) suchD)

evenE)

 1.

resemblesA) differsB)

demonstratesC) separatesD)

connectsE)

 2.

artificialA) impassiveB)

medicinalC) remedialD)

suppositional E)

 3.

althoughA) whenB)

sinceC) in caseD)

unlessE)

 4.

ought to be consideredA) may be consideredB)

will have been consideredC) would be consideredD)

could have been consideredE)

 5.


